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ABSTRACT  

 To a great extent, future military training capabilities will be provided by simulation systems (either stand-
alone or via distributed simulation environments). This is a consequence of limited or decreasing budgets, 
restrictions due to security and safety regulations, and shorter response times as well as increasingly faster 
changing mission profiles and operational needs. 

Whereas stand-alone simulation systems are regularly used for procedure training and education at the 
single warfighter level, distributed simulations show their strength at joint/combined training on tactical 
level, operational level, and above. Also, distributed simulation environments are a primary means to 
integrate real equipment and simulation assets for training purposes and system evaluation. 

Current distributed simulation environments suffer from time- and cost-intensive development and 
initialization procedures. Furthermore, limited credibility resulting from unknown validity and ad-hoc 
processes is a serious problem. 

To overcome these problems, MSG-086 “Simulation Interoperability” analyzed 46 currently prevailing 
issues that limit true interoperability and discussed possible solution approaches for these issues. Based on 
these findings and results from national research and development projects of the German Armed Forces, 
we present requirements and recommendations for next generation distributed simulation environments. The 
impact of these recommendations on providing effective and efficient training capabilities to NATO forces is 
illustrated and potential benefits are highlighted. 
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A key finding is the need to address simulation interoperability as a requirement for such distributed 
simulation environments not only on a technical level (as has been done in the past and up to now), but to 
address simulation interoperability more and more on higher levels of system interoperability. This includes 
agreements and standardization on semantic and pragmatic aspects to ensure fair-fight and to enable rapid 
provision of distributed simulation services. 

The next generation simulation environments outlined in this paper directly address the objectives defined in 
the NATO M&S Master Plan (Version 2.0, September 2012) and detailed traceability is provided. 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 
To a great extent, future military training capabilities will be provided by simulation systems (either stand-
alone or via distributed simulation environments). This is a consequence of limited or decreasing budgets, 
restrictions due to security and safety regulations, and shorter response times as well as increasingly faster 
changing mission profiles and operational needs. 

Whereas stand-alone simulation systems are regularly used for procedure training and education at the single 
warfighter level, distributed simulations show their strength at joint/combined training on tactical level, 
operational level, and above. Also, distributed simulation environments are a primary means to integrate real 
equipment and simulation assets for training purposes and system evaluation. 

Current distributed simulation environments suffer from time- and cost-intensive development and 
initialization procedures. Furthermore, limited credibility resulting from unknown validity and ad-hoc 
processes is a serious problem. A detailed description of current problems will be given in section 2.5. 

1.1 MSG-086 “Simulation Interoperability” 
In 2009 the Exploratory Team (ET) 027 of the NATO Modeling and Simulation Group (NMSG) identified 
various issues that severely limit simulation interoperability. Based on the findings of ET-027, MSG-086 
“Simulation Interoperability” was initiated in 2010 and tasked to analyze these interoperability issues in 
order to recommend and prototype information products augmenting the Distributed Simulation Engineering 
and Execution Process (DSEEP) [5] to mitigate or obviate identified interoperability issues. 

MSG-086 has the following objectives: 

• Get common understanding of simulation system interoperability and of the structure of 
interoperability. 

• Get common understanding of interoperability aspects related to the different levels of 
interoperability. 

• Propose content and structure of required information products and determine the relation between 
these information products as described in the DSEEP to support interoperability at all levels. 

• Get common understanding of the development of these information products by providing 
prototypes. 

The three-year term of MSG-086 ends in November 2013. Until then MSG-086 “Simulation 
Interoperability” has achieved the following major results: 

• Identification of 46 issues that limit simulation interoperability. 

• Detailed description of all interoperability issues, including pointers to possible solution approaches. 

• Development of a “Guideline on Scenario Development for (Distributed) Simulation Environments” 
that augments the DSEEP with regards to scenario development and scenario management. 
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• Proposal of recommendations on the way forward to achieving higher simulation interoperability. 

Additionally, MSG-086 delivers the following secondary outcomes and deliverables: 

• Recommendations for updating scenario-related aspects of AMSP-01 [10]. 

• Recommendations for updating the M&S gap list of the NMSG Military Operational Requirements 
Subgroup (MORS). 

• Recommendations and change requests for SISO working groups (especially DSEEP and FEAT). 

1.2 NATO M&S Master Plan 
The NATO M&S Master Plan (NMSMP) [14] defines the M&S strategic plan for NATO and is binding on 
NATO organizations. The NMSMP defines five top-level objectives: 

• I – Establish a Common Technical Framework to foster interoperability and reuse 

• II – Provide Coordination & Common Services to increase cost-effectiveness 

• III – Develop Models & Simulations 

• IV – Employ Simulations to enhance NATO mission effectiveness 

• V – Incorporate Technological Advances 

All top-level objectives are further detailed into several sub-objectives. As the NATO M&S Master Plan is 
the strategic guidance document for M&S within NATO, this paper documents how the requirements on 
next generation simulation environments are related to the NMSMP objectives. 

2.0 BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND CURRENT PROBLEM AREAS 

2.1 What are “distributed simulation environments”? 
The DSEEP defines a “simulation environment” as follows: 

„A simulation environment is a named set of member applications along with a common 
simulation data exchange model (SDEM) and set of agreements that are used as a whole to 
achieve some specific objective.” [5] 

The adjective “distributed” refers to the fact that a simulation environment is geographically distributed (i.e., 
at least across multiple buildings) or logically distributed (e.g., across multiple computing nodes) but 
executes like a single overall model [2]. 

Components of a distributed simulation environment are so-called “member applications” [5] (or “federates” 
in usual parlance) and may be live, virtual, or constructive assets. Many simulation architectures have 
evolved in the past to interconnect member applications (federates) into a simulation environment 
(federation), of which the most popular are High Level Architecture (HLA) [4] and Distributed Interactive 
Simulation (DIS) [3]. 

2.2 Why do we need distributed simulation environments? 
Although reasons for using distributed simulation environments are manifold, they may be broadly split into 
two categories: operational reasons and technical reasons. Most important are operational reasons. 
Operational reasons for distributed simulation environments include all use cases that are either impossible 
to realize otherwise or require more efforts otherwise. Typical operational reasons for distributed simulation 
environments include (but are not limited to): 
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Obviously, different simulation systems use a different representation of the real world. This is perfectly fine 
and will always be the case (as for example, simulation systems are developed for different purposes or by 
different developers). A different representation of the real world does not necessarily prohibit fair fight as 
long as these differences are compatible with the requirements for a specific simulation environment (e.g., if 
communication effects are not important for a specific simulation environment, fair fight is achieved even if 
communication between units is modeled differently by two simulation systems). 

Achieving fair fight requires simulation interoperability on all levels (as described above) whereas 
simulation interoperability not automatically guarantees fair fight. 

2.5 What are the current problems regarding simulation interoperability? 
Current distributed simulation environments suffer from two major problems: 

1. High efforts for preparation, initialization, execution, and analysis of a distributed simulation 
environment in terms of time, costs, and resources (mainly personnel).  

2. High efforts for validation and verification of distributed simulation environments, i.e., achieving 
fair fight and credible simulation results require a lot of time and money (if achievable at all). 

The underlying reasons for these problems are manifold and originate from all levels of interoperability. 
Detailed catalogues and descriptions of simulation interoperability problems are available from MSG-086 
[13, 20] and from the NIAG Study Group 162 [15]. 

3.0 NEXT GENERATION DISTRIBUTED SIMULATION ENVIRONMENTS 

3.1 What is the vision for next generation distributed simulation environments? 
The vision for next generation distributed simulation environments can easily be derived from the NATO 
Modelling and Simulation Vision [14] and is defined by the authors as follows:  

“Exploit distributed simulation environments to their full potential across NATO and the 
Nations to enhance both operational and cost effectiveness while consistently achieving 
specified levels of fidelity and credibility.” 

This vision aims at distributed simulation environments that satisfy the users’ needs with predictable and 
reliable quality.  

3.2 Requirements on next generation distributed simulation environments 
The vision as stated above needs to be operationalized and broken down into measurable requirements. 
Based on personal experiences of the authors and taking into account recent results of national and 
international research projects the high-level requirements on next generation distributed simulation 
environments are as follows: 
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NG-1 Improve development of effective simulation environments, i.e., ensure that a simulation 
environment satisfies the users’ needs (related to DSEEP step 1). 

In terms of measurable requirements this requires that the users’ needs (i.e., the requirements on 
a simulation environment) are completely known, consistent, and documented. 

NG-2 Enable efficient preparation, development, and integration of distributed simulation 
environments. 

In terms of measurable requirements the time required for executing the activities defined in 
DSEEP steps 2 to 5 should be less than one month for average simulation environments. 

NG-3 Enable efficient initialization and execution of distributed simulation environments (as 
specified by DSEEP step 6). 

In terms of measurable requirements this requires: 

(NG-3.1) Provide capability for centrally coordinated initialization of a  
  simulation environment without manual interaction. 

(NG-3.2) Enable full initialization of a typical distributed simulation  
  environment within 15 minutes. 

NG-4 Enable distributed simulation environments that achieve fair fight. 

In terms of measurable requirements this requires an objective and automatic assessment 
whether a simulation environment and its member applications comply with the specified fair 
fight requirements. 

NG-5 Enable distributed simulation environments that deliver credible simulation results. 

In terms of measurable requirements this requires: 

 (NG-5.1) Provide traceable documentation of the simulation environment  
   engineering process (requirements, assumptions, constraints,  
   agreements, etc.). 

(NG-5.2) Provide automated control mechanisms for assessing the quality  
  requirements of a distributed simulation environment during  
  execution. 

(NG-5.3) Provide automated control mechanisms for assessing the quality  
  requirements of a distributed simulation environment after its  
  execution. 
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NG-6 Enable distributed simulation environments that consistently deliver identical simulation results 
when initialized with identical data and executed under identical conditions. 

In terms of measurable requirements this requires: 

 (NG-6.1) Full documentation of a simulation environment (participating  
   systems, software versions, configuration, etc.). 

 (NG-6.2) Full documentation of initialization data and execution data (i.e.,  
   initial state, course of events, etc.) 

 (NG-6.3) If required, long-term storage of configuration files, software  
   applications, etc. 

The degree of reproducibility may vary greatly for different simulation environments (e.g., 
basic reproducibility may only require using the same data while full reproducibility may 
require using the exact same versions of participating systems) and may not always be fully 
achievable (e.g., in simulation environments with manual interaction). Depending on the 
required degree of reproducibility, the requirements defined above may need to be extended. 

3.3 Non-functional requirements as drivers for next generation simulation environments 
In software engineering non-functional requirements (e.g., regarding security or scalability) are regularly 
considered as major impact factors for software architecture and software design. The same is true with 
regards to distributed simulation environments: While functional requirements (like NG-3.1) are relatively 
easy to satisfy, non-functional requirements like NG-2 and NG-3.2 are considered to require substantially 
more efforts to be achieved. 

The authors of this papers have been hesitant to specify actual objectives for non-functional requirements 
NG-2 (preparation time for a simulation environment should be less than one month) and NG-3.2 (full 
initialization of a simulation environment in less than 15 minutes) as simulation environments vary greatly in 
terms of size, complexity, and available resources. Nevertheless, due to the paramount importance on non-
functional requirements on architecture and design of next generation distributed simulation environments 
actual objectives are specified. The requirements NG-2 and NG-3.2 are considered as major drivers and as 
such they are chosen ambitious. 

4.0 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR NEXT GENERATION SIMULATION 
ENVIRONMENTS 

4.1 Recommendations on system design 
The following recommendations are concerned with simulation systems (and other member applications) 
that are likely to be part of distributed simulation environments. These recommendations target at easier 
integration of new or adapted systems into a next generation distributed simulation environment. 

4.1.1 Recommendation SD-1: Design and document for interoperability 

Probably the most important recommendation is to design and document a simulation system (or any other 
member application) for interoperability. ‘Interoperability’ as a requirement needs to be considered from the 
very beginning when developing or adapting a simulation system. To design for interoperability requires 
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advocating for modularity and changing execution conditions. Hard coded algorithms, fixed configurations, 
and tacit assumptions need to be avoided. 

Documentation for interoperability requires thoroughly documenting assumptions and limitations of 
simulation systems. Documenting assumptions and limitations is of great importance as this information is 
absolutely required for achieving interoperability on higher levels (i.e., on pragmatic to conceptual level). 
Furthermore, interoperability experiences made with a simulation system should be documented (e.g., 
Lessons Learned from past simulation environments and experiments) to avoid repeating work and allowing 
faster evaluation whether a specific integration of a simulation system into a simulation environment is 
feasible. 

4.1.2 Recommendation SD-2: Design and document for modularity and composability 

Distributed simulation environments are composed of multiple simulation systems (member applications), 
i.e., simulation systems are components of a simulation environment. Similarly, simulation systems 
themselves should be designed in a modular way and built from smaller components. Modularity and 
composability are two sides of a coin and need to be considered jointly. These two terms are often used 
synonymously and express the fact that a system is composed of other systems (modules) and that 
exchanging single modules is rather the rule than the exception. 

To design for modularity and composability requires planning for exchangeability of algorithms, 
calculations, data, etc. Typical approaches towards modularity are object-oriented decomposition of a system 
(e.g., a cruise missile consists of guidance system, payload, and propulsion system) or functional 
decomposition of a system (e.g., a cruise missile has to execute functions for imaging, path finding, etc.). 
Although object-oriented approaches are more common, functional decomposition might be better in terms 
of modularity and reusability of modules [8, 9]. 

To document for modularity and composability requires documenting interfaces and relationships between 
modules. This documentation has to span all levels of interoperability. Furthermore, the decomposition 
strategy has to be documented to allow evaluating the pragmatic interoperability of simulation systems. 

4.1.3 Recommendation SD-3: Favor open standards 

Simulation systems that are intended to be used within distributed simulation environments should use open 
standards wherever possible. In general, compliance of a system with standards (not necessarily open 
standards) allows easier integration into a simulation environment. Also, it is more likely that additional tools 
(like e.g., gateways, data analyzer, etc.) are available for established standard protocols and formats (see also 
[10] for more reasons). 

Open standards should be favored compared to closed or de facto standards (see [10] for details on 
terminology). The openness provides the additional benefit that a standard may be implemented more easily 
and avoids the danger of vendor lock-in that is immanent to closed standards. Furthermore, open standards 
are usually developed and maintained by a standards development organization (like SISO or OGC) that 
encourages participation in the development process and ensures long-term availability of a standard. 

Examples for potential use of open standards are: 

• Use open interface standards for initialization of systems like OGC WFS, OGC WMS, or MSDL. 

• Use open data models like SEDRIS. 

• Use reference data exchange models like RPR-FOM (open standard) or NETN FOM (potential 
future de facto standard [12]). 
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• Use open simulation execution control patterns as proposed by MSG-052 [11] (to be standardized). 

• Use open control mechanisms like Distributed Debrief Control Architecture (DDCA) that is 
currently under development by SISO. 

4.1.4 Recommendation SD-4: Design for securability 

As distributed simulation environments are often faced with security concerns (e.g., due to different nations 
participating), simulation systems that are intended for use within next generation distributed simulation 
environments need to be designed for securability. In this context, securability is defined as the extent to 
which a simulation system (member application) is securable. This addresses especially the ability of a 
simulation system to interoperate on different security levels. 

Many approaches are currently used when connecting differently classified systems, like “System high”, 
“Multiple single levels of security”, or “Multiple independent levels of security” [1]. As these approaches 
come with many drawbacks they are not recommended for next generation distributed simulation 
environments. Instead next generation simulation environments require an approach that enables a flexible 
combination of differently classified systems. 

Designing for securability includes: 

• Enabling a simulation system to use differently classified data (e.g., via different data sets that are 
provided by removable disk drives or usage of different service implementations) and differently 
classified algorithms. This recommendation is tightly related to SD-2 “Modularity”. 

• Enabling a simulation system to connect to differently classified networks. This may also affect 
physical infrastructure issues (e.g., building etc.). 

4.2 Recommendations on simulation environment infrastructure 
The following recommendations are concerned with infrastructure issues regarding next generation 
distributed simulation environments. These recommendations target at faster setup processes and more 
credible simulation environments. 

4.2.1 Recommendation IN-1: Harmonize critical data and algorithms 

Currently, many problems are caused by incompatible data or algorithms of participating simulation systems 
(e.g., different visual representation of critical assets, different algorithms for computing weapons effects, 
etc.). To overcome these problems, critical data and algorithms have to be harmonized. Obviously, the 
decision which data and algorithms are critical depends on the application area of a simulation environment 
and cannot be generally determined. However, most military simulation environments have commonalities 
that are regularly considered critical (e.g., synthetic natural environment data, weapons effects calculation, 
communication effects calculation, etc.). 

As a first step a harmonization of the identified critical data and algorithms is required. This may be achieved 
by providing (free-text) specifications for identified critical data and algorithms. Every simulation system 
may implement these critical components separately as long as the specifications are satisfied. 

In a second step, dedicated components may be provided (e.g., as software libraries) such that redundant 
implementation efforts are reduced or eliminated. Taking this a step further, these components may be 
treated as services that are centrally deployed and utilized by many simulation systems (i.e., software as a 
service). 
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Finally, the components and services need to be standardized (on the technical, syntactical, semantic, and 
pragmatic level). This allows different realizations of components and services (e.g., a classified weapons 
effects service and a non-classified one) and goes hand-in-hand with recommendations SD-2 “Modularity” 
and SD-3 “Favor open standards”. 

4.2.2 Recommendation IN-2: Establish permanent simulation infrastructure 

Significantly improving preparation and setup times requires the establishment of a permanent simulation 
infrastructure. This includes 

• network connections (e.g., between different sites or nations), 

• simulation environment control facilities, 

• provision of shared components and services in a “Defense Cloud” (e.g., nation-wide or NATO-
wide), and 

• provision of an information management system that supports the whole simulation environment 
engineering process (e.g., with regards to documentation, execution planning, file sharing, etc.). 

Depending on the actual requirements (especially NG-2 and NG-3) the amount of permanent simulation 
infrastructure may vary. As the permanent simulation infrastructure is an essential part of next generation 
simulation environments it has to be documented thoroughly (see PO-2 “Use a systems engineering process 
and document decisions”).  

Experiences from many national simulation environments have shown that a permanent simulation 
infrastructure is a key to achieving significantly faster and more reliable setup processes. It has to be stressed 
that establishment of a permanent simulation infrastructure does not only concern technical issues, but also 
establishment of a permanent support organization with skilled and experienced personnel. 

4.2.3 Recommendation IN-3: Establish member application compliance testing 

Fast and reliable development processes for next generation distributed simulation environments require 
automated compliance testing of participating simulation systems and other member applications (e.g., 
command and control systems). The automated compliance testing has to include test cases on all 
interoperability levels: 

• Technical level: test compliance with TCP/IP, HLA interfaces, etc. 

• Syntactical level: test compliance with interface syntax specifications. 

• Semantic level: test compliance with data exchange model (e.g., with a specific FOM in HLA-based 
simulation environments). 

• Pragmatic level: test compliance with conceptual models (e.g., with the service consumer-provider 
pattern [6]). 

Regarding federates for HLA-based simulation environments this topic is currently investigated by ET-35 
(“HLA Federation Compliance Test Tool”). In national research projects the experimental tools FACTS 
(Federation Agreements Conformance Test Service) and FIERS (Federation Integration and Experimentation 
Rehearsal Surrogate) are used to verify a specific subset of federation agreements and to easily provide 
mock-up federates for test purposes. A similar approach for testing simulation gateways is described in [7]. 

Configuration of such a compliance testing tool should be via a standardized data format (ideally defined in 
an open standard). Reuse of parts of this configuration is required (e.g., in form of “configuration modules”) 
for efficient handling of recurring test cases (e.g., testing compliance with RPR FOM). 
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4.2.4 Recommendation IN-4: Establish simulation environment execution compliance testing 

Achieving reliable and credible simulation results requires continuous monitoring of a simulation 
environment execution. Deviations from specified behavior, errors, etc. need to be detected and assessed 
whether they influence the simulation execution and simulation results. 

Due to the distributed nature and the manifold data exchange between participating simulation systems and 
other member applications such a monitoring and assessment cannot be done manually but has to be done in 
an automated fashion. Execution compliance testing is similar to member application compliance testing as 
described in IN-3 but takes this one step further. Especially for ensuring credibility in simulation results 
continuous monitoring and assessment of a simulation environment execution is required. 

Configuration of such a compliance testing tool should be via a standardized data format (ideally defined in 
an open standard). Reuse of parts of this configuration is necessary (e.g., in form of “configuration 
modules”) for efficient handling of recurring test cases (e.g., that only RPR-FOM compliant interaction 
messages are used, or that specific fields within a message are used correctly). 

4.3 Recommendations on simulation environment engineering processes and organization 
The following recommendations are concerned with organizational issues regarding next generation 
distributed simulation environments. These recommendations target at more reliable processes and more 
credible simulation environments. 

4.3.1 Recommendation PO-1: Enforce requirements specification 

Although seemingly obvious, the recommendation to enforce good requirements specifications is explicitly 
made. This includes all types of requirements (e.g., regarding desired terrain, required terrain fidelity, 
participating units, etc.) and includes also quality and fair fight requirements. The last two are often not 
specified explicitly but taken for granted or implicitly assumed. The resulting problem is: How to assess 
quality or fair fight if they are not specified and agreed upon? 

Besides organizational measures (procedures, etc.) it is recommended to assist the user as much as possible. 
Good experiences were made using checklists for elicitation of typical quality or fair fight requirements. 
Also documentation templates have proven to be useful for ensuring more complete requirements 
specifications. 

Talking about next generation simulation environments, dedicated information management systems should 
be established that further assist users during the requirements specification process and throughout the 
whole simulation environment engineering process (see IN-2). 

4.3.2 Recommendation PO-2: Use a systems engineering process and document decisions 

Setting up a distributed simulation environment is a complex task and requires professional management. 
Therefore, the recommendation is to use an appropriate systems engineering process to ensure that all 
persons involved in the process have a common understanding about ongoing activities and expected 
deliverables. 

The DSEEP [5] is an obvious choice for such a systems engineering process. As it provides a generalized, 
high-level framework the DSEEP has to be adapted to the individual needs of an organization. The VEVA 
process model is an example of such an organization-specific adaptation of the DSEEP that is used by the 
German Armed Forces [16]. 
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4.5 Relations of requirements, recommendations, and NATO M&S Master Plan objectives 
Table 1 documents the relations of requirements (as defined in Section 3.2), recommendations (as described 
in this section) and objectives laid out by the NATO M&S Master Plan [14]. 

Table 1: Relations of requirements, recommendations, and NATO M&S Master Plan objectives. 

Requirement Related recommendations Contribution to NATO M&S Master Plan Objectives 

NG-1 PO-1 IV.1 (Plan employment) 

NG-2 all I.2 (Establish recommended standards pertaining to data 
interchange for M&S and C2 systems, promotion of true 
interoperability, pursue trust in M&S) 

NG-3   

   NG-3.1 SD-3, DA-1 IV.2 (Provide resources to operate simulations) 

   NG-3.2 IN-2 IV.2 (Provide resources to operate simulations) 

IV.3 (Provide databases) 

NG-4 SD-1, IN-1, PO-1 II.1 (Develop common process and procedures to guide 
actions and decisions regarding M&S application) 

NG-5   

   NG-5.1 PO-1, PO-3 I.2 (Establish recommended standards pertaining to data 
interchange for M&S and C2 systems, promotion of true 
interoperability, pursue trust in M&S) 

   NG-5.2 IN-4 I.2 (Establish recommended standards pertaining to data 
interchange for M&S and C2 systems, promotion of true 
interoperability, pursue trust in M&S) 

   NG-5.3 (No recommendation yet, 
might be similar to IN-3 and 
IN-4) 

I.2 (Establish recommended standards pertaining to data 
interchange for M&S and C2 systems, promotion of true 
interoperability, pursue trust in M&S) 

NG-6   

   NG-6.1 PO-2, PO-3 II.1 (Develop common process and procedures to guide 
actions and decisions regarding M&S application) 

   NG-6.2 PO-2, PO-3 II.1 (Develop common process and procedures to guide 
actions and decisions regarding M&S application) 

   NG-6.3 PO-3 II.4 (Promote the sharing of M&S resources through a 
knowledge management process and system) 
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5.0 WAY FORWARD 

5.1 How to realize next generation distributed simulation environments 
Realization of next generation distributed simulation environments as described in this paper will not happen 
at once. Due to financial implications and technical considerations a step-by-step approach has to be taken. 
The following steps are identified on the way to next generation distributed simulation environments: 

1. Requirements analysis and identification of user needs. 
The starting point of all activities has to be a requirements analysis that thoroughly defines the 
operational and technical reasons for utilizing distributed simulation environments (see Section 2.2). 

2. Identification of required simulation systems. 
Based on the requirements analysis the simulation systems have to be identified that will participate 
in future distributed simulation environments. This includes existing simulation systems as well as 
identification of missing simulation systems. 

3. Prioritization and stepwise realization. 
The simulation systems have to be prioritized according to user needs, financial constraints, etc. and 
step-by-step newly developed or upgraded to comply with the recommendations described in this 
paper (see Section 4). 

Obviously, all steps may be further subdivided into finer-grained activities. In context of this paper 
especially step 3 is of interest and deserves further attention. Stepwise realization refers to both: not all 
simulation systems are developed or upgraded at the same time, and not all recommendations are realized for 
a single simulation system at the same time. 

Step 3 needs to be accompanied by international activities for coordination of efforts and necessary 
standardization activities. Standards required for next generation simulation environments that do not yet 
exist include (but are not limited to): 

• Standards related to services (i.e., interfaces, semantic, etc.) (see IN-1) 

• Federate conformance rules (see IN-3) 

• Federation execution conformance rules (see IN-4) 

Also, existing standards need to be maintained and, if necessary, updated (e.g., MSDL [17]). Ongoing 
exchange between users and developers about experiences, lessons learned, limitations, etc. is required 
throughout the whole process and considered extremely important. 

5.2 Current and future activities 
As described in this paper (and as experienced in many projects done by the Bundeswehr in the past), 
technical solutions alone are not sufficient. Instead, all levels of interoperability need to be addressed 
requiring technical, architectural and organizational measures [19]. 

Based on experiences from German research projects service-based approaches are very promising for 
realizing next generation distributed simulation environments. Service-based approaches are well suited to 
satisfy many of the recommendations outlined in this paper directly (e.g., SD-2 “Modularity”, IN-1 
“Harmonize critical data and algorithms”) and provide a good technical basis for satisfying 
recommendations like IN-2 “Establish permanent simulation infrastructure” and DA-1 “Enforce single 
source of truth principle”. 
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The combination of service-based approaches with ideas taken from cloud computing is also known as 
“Modeling & Simulation as a Service” (MSaaS). Currently, the Specialist Team MSG-131 (“Modelling and 
Simulation as a Service: New concepts and Service Oriented Architectures”) is doing first steps towards 
MSaaS. For a more in-depth analysis a task group on MSaaS is proposed that should continue the work of 
MSG-131 (thus starting in fall 2014). MSG-131 and a potential follow-on task group directly address 
objective I.1 of the NMSMP (“Develop NATO standard interoperability architecture”). 

6.0 SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 

To a great extent, future military training capabilities will be provided by distributed simulation 
environments. This is a consequence of limited or decreasing budgets, restrictions due to security and safety 
regulations, and shorter response times as well as increasingly faster changing mission profiles and 
operational needs. Current distributed simulation environments suffer from time- and cost-intensive 
development and initialization procedures. Furthermore, limited credibility resulting from unknown validity 
and ad-hoc processes is a serious problem. 

To overcome the problems of current distributed simulation environments this paper defines measurable 
requirements on next generation distributed simulation environments. Detailed recommendations are given 
how to satisfy these requirements when developing new simulation systems or updating existing ones. 

Next generation simulation environments will heavily rely on open standards and service-based 
architectures. A roadmap is provided how to realize next generation distributed simulation environments 
step-by-step. 
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